Genius battery

JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Charging Go beyond smart charging.
Multi-Purpose Our most advanced battery charger yet. Its a charger, maintainer, and desulfator.
And it's incredibly powerful and compact. Precision designed industrial battery chargers for
golf carts, scissor lifts, utility and electric vehicles. Rugged injection-molded battery boxes for
marine and deep cycle batteries, including group 24, 27, 31, U1 and more. Rugged
rotationally-molded battery boxes for marine and deep cycle batteries, including group 4D, 8D,
Dual 6V and more. Rugged injection-molded battery trays for marine and deep cycle batteries,
including Group 24, Group 27, and Group Portable lithium battery jump starter packs up to 3,
amps. Powerful battery booster jump box for jump starting cars, boats, motorcycles and more.
Its viscous compound never dries or evaporates providing an anti-corrosion guard from
corrosion causing battery acid. A professional-grade battery cleaner that instantly neutralizes
and removes battery corrosion, making cleaning battery terminals quick and easy. Tackle the
most stubborn dirt and grime with our professional-grade glass cleaner. Non-abrasive and
foaming, it's streak-free formula is useful for automotive, bathroom, and household
applications. Also, maximize your options by mounting the Eyelet Cable Adapters to the battery
for quick access to both charging and jump startingâ€” plug-n-play with Genius Chargers or
SAE equipped battery chargers. Expand the versatility of your volt devices, like tire pumps,
power inverters, portable fans and more. Designed for any cigarette lighter socket, direct
connection to your battery, or other 12V power source. GCP AC Ports offer flexibility and easy
installation to power engine block heaters, battery chargers, and much more. Quickly
plug-n-play with any extension cord and zero cable modifications or hard wiring. Connect and
customize the way you charge with your GX Industrial Charger. Then tailor, fit, and seal the GX
connector to fit your battery application. Use GX Accessories with golf carts, scissor lifts, aerial
lifts, boom lifts, sweepers, scrubbers, pallet jacks, stand-up forklifts, aisle forklifts, NEVs, UTVs,
material handling carts, and more. Privacy Policy. Terms And Conditions. View Full Site. Get
Smart. Get Genius. Create Account. Where to Buy About Partner. On-Board Completely
waterproof on-board smart battery chargers designed for harsh, marine conditions. Industrial
Precision designed industrial battery chargers for golf carts, scissor lifts, utility and electric
vehicles. Storage The toughest battery boxes ever. Snap-Top Battery Boxes Rugged
injection-molded battery boxes for marine and deep cycle batteries, including group 24, 27, 31,
U1 and more. Commercial Battery Boxes Rugged rotationally-molded battery boxes for marine
and deep cycle batteries, including group 4D, 8D, Dual 6V and more. Battery Trays Rugged
injection-molded battery trays for marine and deep cycle batteries, including Group 24, Group
27, and Group Power The power of lithium. Jump Starters Portable lithium battery jump starter
packs up to 3, amps. Chemicals Powerful cleaning and prevention. Battery Cleaner A
professional-grade battery cleaner that instantly neutralizes and removes battery corrosion,
making cleaning battery terminals quick and easy. Glass Cleaner Tackle the most stubborn dirt
and grime with our professional-grade glass cleaner. Accessories Designed tough.
Long-lasting, dependable accessories. X-Connect Add more ways to charge with X-Connect
accessories. Designed tough to survive harsh conditions. Contact us. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. A multi-functional design that allows you to charge in more ways.
Effortlessly charge multiple battery voltages 6-Volt and volt lead-acid and lithium-ion batteries
chemistries Flooded, gel, maintenance-free and AGM batteries and types Starter, deep-cycle,
marine, powersport and more. Compact, yet powerful battery charger. A mix of electrical
engineering and industrial design pack a powerful battery charger into a tiny footprint. And its
onboard microcomputer precisely controls the charging to minimize power loss to create an
incredibly compact form factor. For extremely dead batteries lower than 1-volt, manually turn on
force mode to detect and charge batteries all the way down to zero volts. The new integrated
thermal sensor automatically monitors and adjusts the charging cycle based on fluctuations of
ambient temperature, limiting the chance of under-charging or over-charging, providing a more
accurate and fully charged battery. Avoids under-charging in cold weather down to -4 F and
avoids over-charging in hot weather up to F. If any is found, the GENIUS2 will automatically
repair and reverse the damage done to the battery, extending the usable life and increasing the
performance. No special modes, no technical knowledge required. Genius will safely charge any
battery. Detect damaged batteries and intuitively repair them. And actively monitor for long-term
battery maintenance and extend battery life. This system allows for continuous operation
without user intervention, and zero risk of overcharging your battery. Genius clamps are built
with needle-nose profiles for smaller terminal applications and detachable integrated eyelets for
permanent mounting the accessory to battery. Designed to fit battery terminals of any shape
and size. Engineered for improved clamping range, clamping force, and higher conductivity.

Height: 3. Privacy Policy. Terms And Conditions. View Full Site. Get Smart. Get Genius. Create
Account. Where to Buy About Partner. Add to Cart -OR-. In Stock. UPC: 1. The GENIUS2 is a
6-volt and volt battery charger, battery maintainer, and battery desulfator rated at 2-amps for
lead-acid automotive, marine, and deep-cycle batteries, including flooded, gel, AGM, and
maintenance-free, plus lithium-ion batteries. And it's simpler and easier to use than ever before.
Do more with Genius - Designed for 6-volt and volt lead-acid automotive, marine, and
deep-cycle batteries, including flooded, gel, AGM, and maintenance-free, plus lithium-ion
batteries. Enjoy precision charging - An integrated thermal sensor detects the ambient
temperature and alters the charge to eliminate over-charging in hot climates and
under-charging in cold climates. Charge dead batteries - Charges dead batteries as low as
1-volt. Or use the all-new Force Mode that allows you to take control and manually begin
charging dead batteries down to zero volts. Simple to set up and use - Plug-in, connect to the
battery, select a charge mode, and start charging your battery. A fully-automatic, worry-free
battery charger for year-round use. Restore your battery - Detects sulfation and acid
stratification and restores lost performance for stronger engine starts and extended battery life.
Compatible with all types of vehicles - Charge and maintain cars, motorcycles, lawnmowers,
ATVs, tractors, trucks, SUVs, boats, classic cars, hot rods, and more - you name it. Write
Review. Yes, I recommend this product. Multi-Battery Type. Improved Start Voltage Sensor.
All-New Force Mode. More Precise Charging in Any Climate. Auto Detection. Auto Repair.
Improved Performance. Year-Round Charging. Zero Overcharge. Auto Memory. Improved
Clamping Range. Improved Clamping Force. Operating Requirements. Cord Management.
Limited Warranty. You have added this item to your cart. Update Quantity. Have everything you
need? Contact us. Skip to main content of results for "genius battery tender". Skip to main
search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your
vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new
vehicle. Best Seller in Boat Battery Chargers. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Best Seller in
Powersports Accessories. FREE Shipping. Best Seller in Battery Chargers. Get it as soon as Fri,
Feb In stock on March 2, Related searches. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go
back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Introducing the all-new GENIUS10,
making it one of our most powerful, highest-performing, energy-efficient, and compact charger
yet. The GENIUS10 is a 6-volt and volt battery charger, battery maintainer, trickle charger, and
battery desulfator, rated at amp for all types of lead-acid and lithium-ion batteries, including
flooded, gel, and AGM, as well as, marine and deep-cycle batteries. Skip to main content. Buy
new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 9 hrs and 24 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add an Accessory:. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save
with Used - Like New. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. See
more. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 9 hrs and 24 mins Details. Only 2 left in stock
- order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. This fits your. Similar item
from our brands. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare
with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a

lower price? From the manufacturer. Battery Capacity. Output Power. More to consider from our
brands. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I have a GEL
battery, cost It has been dead for 3 years. Just couldn't stand the thought of throwing it away. I
used that battery for everything when traveling,,,,,, run into someone who needs a boost Just
take the battery over to their vehicle and it works fine. Need some lite for you camp. Just hook
up the battery Well it I left it connected and it drained a few times and it pretty much died. Fast
forward 3 years, it took 3 days and 3 "Repair" cycles. The battery is back. I have a truck that
regularly drains and sulfates its batteries. Repair 3 time and this last battery came back to life. It
really does work. Oh and it charges up dead batteries too I received this about a week ago and
used it to charge a pick-up battery. I took it out of the box, hooked it up, and then tried to use
my intuitive sense to turn it on. It did not seem to charge correctly, so I read the provided
manual--which is difficult to read and understand. After I read the manual twice, I think I
understand how to use it. I say "think" as I am not sure. I found the manual very marginal. I then
went to the NOCO site and found a data sheet, but no instructions. It is the weekend, so no chat
available. It did take 16 hours to charge my battery, which seems a bit long for a supposed 10A
charger. That is also what the chart showed for the charging time What do I like? It is supposed
to charge all types of batteries I use, it is compact and rugged. All that said, I hope this becomes
my favorite charger once I am sure I am using it correctly. Not a review yet just info. The Genius
5 has a 1 star review because the author thought this new series was fake as it was not showing
up on the NOCO website. Took me seconds on the website via their chat box to confirm that
these new black genius chargers are in fact genuine NOCO chargers. They are the newest
chargers and officially haven't been released yet but a few re-sellers got them early to sell. Just
a heads up. Genius10 10 amp charger. Works great with my AGM deep cycle batteries. These
newer Genius chargers the all-black 1, 2, 5 and 10 models have been improved for lithium
phosphate battery charging by increasing the charging voltage in Lithium Mode from This
allows for better charging to full capacity for these types of Lithium batteries. Images in this
review. The Genius 10 seemed to have similar features at a much lower price point. Most
reviews were positive, but a few complained that the unit caused severe overheating during
charging. I usually have good luck with electronics, but not this time. I left it charging overnight.
The first hour seemed fine, but the next morning the battery was too hot to touch. Not sure if it
is defective or this is an issue with AGM batteries, but I suggest extreme caution when
considering this unit. For me this was a total waste. Installed directly to my truck, split with a
noco waterproof socket and inline switches to allow me to warm my block heater, charge my
batteries when my truck sits, or both according to my needs. Worked great! By Offbeatchic on
February 21, After a period of time a green light comes on solid indicating the battery is fully
charged, the battery seems charged. Apparently a very new product, initially it couldn't be
registered since the manufacturer hadn't updated their support site, it's been updated. Update:
my son's prius 12v agm battery was completely dead, this charger "repaired" and fully charged
it. It took 20 hours but better that than the price of a new battery. This thing is awesome! All we
had at our disposal was one, 20 amp electrical outlet and extension cord. We ran the extension
cord and hooked up this charger to the battery. It was strong enough that we could run the
furnace, water pump, and all of the LED lights that we needed inside. And by morning the
battery was almost fully charged! See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Positives:
Price seemed good. It's really quite small. Their customer support folks are top notch see
negatives, below. Negatives: Only one. The instructions aren't accurate. I was trying to figure
out how to put the device into battery recovery mode, and ultimately I ended up calling their
customer support number because I thought the machine was defective. It wasn't. The printed
instructions are wrong. The lady I spoke with in customer support knew her stuff inside out and
backwards, and within a minute of the call I was back out in my garage. Got it hooked up and it
reconditioned my drained and deteriorated battery to "like new" condition again. I highly
recoomend it. In case any of their people are reading this Jamming it back into a cardboard box
doesn't cut it. Even a drawstring bag, like you provide for the boosters, would be a good option.
That should be included in the little cardboard box. Upon release of the latest Noco Genius
series this year, I got two Noco Genius2 smart chargers similar to this one but at a lower
amperage thinking I could use them for my SUV battery. Well, you can but it will take a very long
time days even. So I sold both and bought this Genius The numbers at the end being the amp
rating. I expected no less from this Genius However upon delivery, I was disappointed with the
overall build. The plastic build quality is great. I was looking that they could improve further on

the looks and features which they took a step backward. For something that needs to be
transported to and from vehicles, garages, etc the cables should be removable and easily
replaceable. Cables will twist and degrade over time, the least Noco could do is similar to their
Boost units with removable cables. Why connect two cables directly to the Genius without it
being user replaceable? Unless Noco wants to ensure they sell more units or turn off customers
in the future from buying their product. This is a big no-no lack of attention to detail from their
release. Just like the Boost units that come with a simple cloth for easy storage, they didn't
provide anything similar for this one. Noco really wants you to destroy the cables sooner than
later with the ability to not remove them or keep them organized. That would be a nice, simple
feature that's most needed. It's smaller than their older G but they also dropped support for 24V
charging. They include nice-to-have features for both 6V and 12V Lithium Ion batteries for
charging but left them out in the cold in terms of repair or providing steady supply. Plus with no
storage bag and no removable cables from the unit itself, I question the durability of these latest
Noco Genius over time especially at the hands of a shop that needs to transport between
batteries or vehicles. It's a shame and at this price point I can't say it's a no brainer. I would still
trust the brand, just question their design process at this time in I hooked up the 10amp charger
to my car with 12V 60Ah battery last night. It started with 1 solid red and 2nd one pulsing. After
a couple of hours, I got 2 red and 1 pulsing orange. Based on the manual, charging should be
done in 5 hours. This combination isn't anywhere on the manual and all error lights are off. After
another 4 hours, I decided to reconnect the power to the charger. It started with 1 pulsing red
and climbed up quickly within a minute. I am left with only a pulsing green in the end, which
means maintenance. While this is now the expected behavior, I'm unsure if the charge went in
properly or if it damaged my battery. That drained the battery and it sat for about a week before I
was able to borrow a Crappy Tire charger from my brother. His charger saw the battery as
totally dead and it would not charge. Sure enough, the NOCO restored the battery, h ence the
five star review. Now I know at some point this battery will fail completely, but I hope I bought
myself a couple extra years of use anyways. Like others noted, there are different charging
options depending on how long you push the power button, but a quick youtube search will sort
you out. The charger also completed the charge surprisingly fast. I will also try this charger on a
forced 12v mode for electrolysis of my spindles, which is how i wrecked my previous cheapo
charger and had to borrow my brother's in the first place. The 10amps should make short work
of the rust. I bought this on a prime day deal, so I am happy considering the price. I wanted to
have an extra charger for all my batteries rather than switching them out all winter as well as a
high amp charger for my rv battery, however I wanted it to be able to produce low amps for
motorcycle batteries. Their online support was helpful and told me that the 10 and 5 amp
models will both output a min of 1 amp if it detects a low amp battery and to check with your
batteries if that is too much, in my case it was fine. I will first say, briefly that I do not fully
believe in maintaining a battery all winter, as evidence has shown it can build up sulfide. Most
high-end maintainers allow a day depletion before recharging, this noco charger does not seem
to do that. However, like I said, I tend to produce that by switching batteries out every few
weeks as I have many more batteries than I do chargers. It works as an ac to dc converter.
Another unadvertised feature is the clips can be converted into terminals. It is a two in one. I will
include a picture of this. The wall mount is a great bonus, I have had chargers that have screw
holes, so it stays perminant on the wall. This way if I ever have to take it with me, I can leave the
mount behind and it is on and off in seconds. I am tempted to knock a star because I truly
believe that the restore and repair function on the charger is voodoo marketing and no other
technology exists in this unit other than monitoring voltage. Pages with related products. See
and discover other ite
2002 dodge ram 1500 door panel
mad wiring
2000 ford explorer xls parts
ms: Explore gel battery trickle chargers for cars , Explore smart battery onboard maintainers
for car , Explore Battery Chargers. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Charging Current.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.

Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

